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Models of hadronization of hard jets in QCD are often presented in terms of Feynman-graph struc-
tures that can be thought of as effective field theory approximations to dynamical non-perturbative
physics in QCD. Such models can be formulated as a kind of multiperipheral model. We obtain gen-
eral constraints on such models in order for them to be self-consistent, and we relate the constraints
to the space-time structure of hadronization. We show that appropriate models can be considered
as implementing string-like hadronization. When the models are put in a multiperipheral form, the
effective vertices and/or lines must be momentum non-conserving: they take 4-momentum from the
external string-like field.

I. INTRODUCTION

An important topic in QCD is to properly under-
stand the interface between non-perturbative hadroniza-
tion and factorization physics (with its perturbative con-
tent). This is especially important with the current
widespread interest on the details of partonic interactions
in hadronic and nuclear physics. An immediate motiva-
tion for the work described in this paper is the need for
incorporating polarization effects in Monte-Carlo event
generators. (See Ref. [1] for an up-to-date overview of
MCEGs.) Work proposing implementations [2–4] is for-
mulated in terms of Feynman graph structures that can
be treated as manifestations of an effective field theory
that is intended to usefully approximate the true non-
perturbative behavior of QCD in the relevant kinematic
regime.

Now factorization theorems do incorporate non-
perturbative effects in the form of parton densities and
fragmentation functions. However, as one of us explained
in [5], there is a mismatch between the measured prop-
erties of hadronization of hard jets and the order-by-
order asymptotic properties used in existing factoriza-
tion proofs. In the asymptotics of individual graphs,
there arises strong ordering of kinematics between differ-
ent parts of the graphs, and the resulting large rapidity
differences are used in an essential way in the proofs, no-
tably to factor out the effects of “soft gluon subgraphs”
from “collinear subgraphs”. But in reality, hadroniza-
tion gives rise to approximately uniform distributions in
rapidity with no large gaps.

The primary purpose of this paper is to provide an
analysis of the structures in models of hadronization that
are presented in Feynman-graph form, and to determine
which kinds of model are appropriate and which are not.
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When a particular model violates the constraints we find,
the nature of the violation indicates appropriate kinds of
modification to make the model more appropriate. The
application of our ideas would be to models such as those
in [2–4].

Hadronization is intertwined with factorization the-
ory’s goal of identifying and characterizing the QCD
physics associated with different spacetime scales. So
our analysis will be concerned with the relation be-
tween the graphical and spacetime structures that arise
in hadronization models and in factorization derivations.
We will concentrate exclusively on the application to
e+e− annihilation to hadrons in the 2 jet case.

There are two areas that form essential background to
our treatment.

The first concerns standard string models of hadroniza-
tion models such as were introduced long ago by Artru
and Mennessier [6] and by Field and Feynman [7]. A
particularly attractive qualitative description in the con-
text of QCD was given in [7] for the case of two-jet pro-
duction in e+e− annihilation: The high-energy outgoing
quark and antiquark form a tube or string of color flux
between them. Quark-antiquark pairs are generated in
the strong color field, and then reassemble themselves
into color-singlet hadrons. A detailed quantitative dy-
namical description in semi-classical form in space-time
was provided in [6]. Later elaborations [8–10] led to the
Lund string model, used in the PYTHIA event genera-
tor [11, 12]. Closely related are cluster models [13, 14]
of hadronization. Overall, one can say that these mod-
els were motivated by the general behavior of final states
observed in high energy collisions, together with some
general ideas about the space-time structure of hard col-
lisions. See Fig. 1 for the space-time structure.

General features of string models include the “chain de-
cay” ansatz, independent fragmentation, and an iterative
scheme for generating final state hadrons [7]. However,
these classic hadronization models leave certain interest-
ing issues, notably hadronization of polarized partons,
unaddressed. This has led to recent proposals for extend-
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FIG. 1. String model [8, 9] for hadronization of quark-
antiquark pair in e+e− annihilation, pictured in space-time.
A string (or flux tube) is created between the outgoing quark
and antiquark. Quark-antiquark pairs are created in the color
field in the flux tube, and then combine into color singlet
hadrons. The formation of the pairs occurs dominantly near
a space-like hyperbola an invariant distance of order 1 fm/c
to the future of the approximately trajectories of the original
quark and antiquark.

ing hadronization models to include spin effects [2–4].
A second background area to our work stems from

the experimental observation that the particles observed
in the final states of jets are approximately uniformly
distributed in rapidity, e.g., [15], with the number of
hadrons per unit rapidity depending weakly on the high-
energy scale Q or

√
s. In the case of soft/minimum-bias

hadron-hadron collisions, a simple and natural initial
candidate model in Feynman-graph form is a multipe-
ripheral model (MPM) [16]. Applied to e+e− annihila-
tion, using the structure of the MPM would give Fig. 2.
Here, a quark-antiquark pair is generated from a virtual
photon; the quark and antiquark go outwards. In the
Feynman graph, the quark line is formed into a loop, and
the hadrons are generated along that line, at momentum-
conserving quark-hadron-quark vertices (which should be
effective vertices in QCD). Because the line exchanged in
the vertical channel is of a spin-half field, a single graph
of fixed order is power suppressed as Q increases. But
the typical number of particles produced is intended to
increase with Q proportionally to ln(Q2/m2), and in a
strong-coupling situation this allows the result to be un-
suppressed.

Recent work in Kerbizi et al. [2] provided a phe-
nomenologically successful Monte-Carlo simulation of the
hadronization of the jet produced by a transversely po-
larized quark. The model has 5 free parameters, of
which 4 concern unpolarized fragmentation, and were
fitted to unpolarized data in semi-inclusive deeply in-
elastic lepton-hadron scattering (SIDIS). Only a single
free parameter was available for the polarized process,
and it was obtained from data on the Collins asymme-
try in e+e− annihilation to hadrons. The model then
successfully predicted the Collins asymmetry in SIDIS
data from the COMPASS experiment [15], with 18 data
points, as well as the dihadron asymmetry in the same
experiment. The successful prediction of the dihadron
asymmetry indicates that the model appropriately ac-
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FIG. 2. Elementary multiperipheral model for hadronization
of quark-antiquark pair in e+e− annihilation.

counts for spin-dependent effects in the correlation of
nearby mesons. The model was based on a string-model
formulation by Artru and Belghobsi [17–19]. The actual
calculational formulation, suitable for Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation, was presented in terms of a kind of MPM, as in
Fig. 2.

In this paper, we give an elementary examination of
Feynman graph models for hadronization in e+e− anni-
hilation. We first show that taking the MPM, Fig. 2,
literally does not work properly. This is done by show-
ing that the loop momentum can be deformed out of the
intended region of kinematics into a region where short-
distance pQCD physics is valid and the model, with its
effective non-perturbative vertices is invalid. We then
show that a motivated, minimal modification that does
work is Fig. 3; this matches both cluster hadronization
and models of the Lund-string type, but now in Feynman-
graph form. We will point out that models of this form
could be considered a MPM, but with the quark-quark-
hadron vertices and the associated connecting quark lines
no longer being momentum conserving. Instead they
should be considered as absorbing energy and momen-
tum from the color flux tube. This dramatically changes
the space-time structure.

Many elements of our work can be found in the lit-
erature, e.g., a graph like Fig. 3 for cluster hadroniza-
tion. Our contribution here is to provide an overall view
with which to assess work on hadronization models in
Feynman-graph-like form, as in [2–4], especially as re-
gards the overall architecture of the models. A subsidiary
aim, to be pursued in future studies, is to provide an ap-
propriate framework for improved derivations of factor-
ization to overcome the issues raised in [5].

The importance of formulating a hadronization model
in terms of Feynman graphs (with effective vertices and
propagators) is that it automatically obeys general prin-
ciples of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory,
of causality and of Lorentz invariance. They are natu-
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FIG. 3. Modified multiperipheral model. It is modified from
Fig. 2 by allowance for the emission of gluons. Note that
the gluons may arise not only directly from the initial quark
and antiquark lines but also, for example, from a splitting, as
shown.

ral arenas for consistently incorporating spin effects, es-
pecially with entangled spin states, which are hard to
formulate purely semi-classically.

II. THE ELEMENTARY MPM

A. Basic Setup

Consider the graph shown in Fig. 2. In accordance with
data, we assume that a small number particles (around
three pions1) is produced per unit rapidity, and with a
limited transverse momentum all with respect to a jet
axis (e.g., the thrust axis). The typical transverse mo-
mentum is perhaps 0.3 or 0.4 GeV.

We will work in a center-of-mass frame, and to define
the z-axis, we will choose hadron 1 to have zero transverse
momentum and positive rapidity. Let the center-of-mass
energy be Q. In light-front coordinates (+,−, T ), the

virtual photon’s momentum is q = (Q/
√

2, Q/
√

2, 0T ).
Then we write the hadron momenta in terms of rapidity
and transverse momentum:

pj =

(
Ej,T√

2
eyj ,

Ej,T√
2
e−yj ,pj,T

)
, (1)

where Ej,T =
√
p2j,T +m2

h and mh is the mass of the

hadron. We have chosen p1,T = 0. The momenta must

obey momentum conservation:
∑N
j=1 pj = q.

1 This estimate can be roughly deduced from measurements by the
TASSO collaboration [20] — App. A.

Given the assumptions of the model, a rough estimate
of the hadron rapidities is given by

yj ∼
(N + 1)− 2j

N − 1
ln
Q

m
, (2)

with the number of produced particles N being approx-
imately proportional to ln(Q2/m2), with a coefficient of
around 3, as we infer from [15]. (The coefficient could
be rather less if the primary hadrons are mostly vector
mesons instead of pions.)

For the purposes of the model, we assume that the
internal loop line of Fig. 2 is for a quark, and that the
hadrons are pions. But we will not use that assump-
tion in any detail, since our concern is only with analytic
properties, as determined by propagator denominators.

We define the origin of the loop momentum l by writing
the quark momenta from the electromagnetic vertex as
kA + l and kB − l, and defining

kA = (Q/
√

2, 0,0T ), kB = (0, Q/
√

2,0T ), (3)

which would be the quark and antiquark momenta if they
were free and massless. Thus l parameterizes the devia-
tion of quark kinematics from parton-model values.

The momentum kj of the line between hadron j and
hadron j + 1 is

kj = l + kA −
j∑

i=1

pi

= l − kB +

N∑

i=j+1

pi. (4)

Hence

k+j = l+ +

N∑

i=j+1

p+i = l+ + Θ(meyj ) (5)

and

k−j = l− −
j∑

i=1

p−i = l− −Θ(me−yj ). (6)

In the last term in each equation, estimates are given with
the aid of Knuth’s notation [21] Θ(. . . ) rather than the
conventional order notation O(. . . ) to emphasize that the
estimates are to within a finite factor. The usual “big O”
notation would allow the actual result to be arbitrarily
much smaller, which is not the case here. The estimates
arise as follows: Because of the approximately uniform
distribution of hadrons in rapidity, the sum in the equa-
tions is of an approximately geometrical series. Then the
sums are dominated by the few terms whose index i is
nearest to j.

In analyzing the properties of the graph, we find it use-
ful to consider first a baseline case given by l = 0. The
power counting for all lines, i.e., the sizes of their propa-
gator denominators is then established by the above esti-
mates. Each k+j is strictly positive and each k−j is strictly
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negative. This implies that the hadrons get their (mostly
large) plus-momentum component from the upper quark
line, and their minus momentum from the lower line.
These conditions, and the sizes calculated, ensure that
the virtualities of all the lines are of order Θ(m2), as is
appropriate for a model of non-perturbative physics in
QCD.

B. Integral over loop momentum l

Within the above description, the virtualities in the
graph in Fig. 2 appear to be consistent with what one
might expect for a model of non-perturbative physics, at
least if l = 0. However, l is an integration variable.

We note first that the quark-antiquark pair converts
into hadrons with unit probability, so the power count-
ing for hadronization must be the same as power count-
ing for the full e+e− → hadrons cross section. That
is, hadronization is a leading power effect. This also im-
plies that the size of the non-perturbative effective quark-
quark-hadron vertex must be such as to self-consistently
give exactly the unit probability of hadronization.

Furthermore, for the MPM to implement the intended
non-perturbative physics, kA + l and kB − l must have a
normal non-perturbative virtuality,

(kA + l)2 = Θ(m2) , (kB − l)2 = Θ(m2) . (7)

This also indicates that hadronization occurs long after
the hard vertex.

If the integral were to stay in the region relevant for the
assumed non-perturbative physics, then the transverse
components of l would be Θ(m), while the longitudinal
components would be Θ(m2/Q), i.e., l would be in the
Glauber region:

l =

(
Θ

(
m2

Q

)
,Θ

(
m2

Q

)
,Θ(mT )

)
. (8)

This is simply because the virtualities of the kA + l and
kB − l lines are:

(kA+l)2 = 2k+A l
−+l2 , (kB−l)2 = −2k−B l

++l2 , (9)

and k+A and k−B are of order Q. If, however, l is merely
normal-soft (i.e., l = (O(m), O(m), O(mT ))) then

(kA + l)2 = Θ (mQ) , (kB − l)2 = Θ (mQ) . (10)

These are far off-shell, and therefore in a relatively short-
distance region where standard weak coupling pQCD
physics applies.

We will now show that we can apply a contour de-
formation that takes the integration out of the Glauber
region, so that l is at least soft and Eq. (10) is fulfilled.
This is a standard result in the theory of factorization,
but the detailed demonstration is slightly modified. The
modification takes care of the fact that we have an array

of hadrons filling in a rapidity range with no big gaps,
whereas the usual arguments in factorization theory have
configurations only with widely separated momenta.

To exhibit the contour deformation conveniently, we
write each kj in the form qj + l, where qj is the value
obtained by computing kj from the external momenta
when l = 0, i.e.,

qj = kA −
j∑

i=1

pi = −kB +

N∑

i=j+1

pi. (11)

We deform the contour by adding an imaginary part to
l±:

l+ = l+R − i∆(lR), l− = l−R + i∆(lR), (12)

where l±R are the real parts. The deformation is imple-
mented by increasing the real number ∆ from zero to a
positive value. In general, we will allow ∆ to depend on
lR, and we can also allow a different imaginary part of the
two components of l. But initially, for use in the Glauber
region, we will assume the 2 imaginary parts to be ap-
proximately equal and constant. Once l±R is well outside
the Glauber region, different amounts of deformation are
allowed than in the Glauber region. But here we are only
concerned with the deformation in the Glauber region,
since that is the region in which the MPM is intended to
be applied as a useful approximation to non-perturbative
strong interactions.

The denominator k2j −m2
q + iε = (qj + l)2 −m2

q + iε is

2(q+j + l+)(q−j + l−)− (qj,T + lT )2 −m2
q + iε, (13)

whose real part is

2(q+j + l+R)(q−j + l−R)− (qj,T + lT )2 −m2
q + 2∆2, (14)

and whose imaginary part is

ε+ 2(q+j − q−j + l+R − l−R)∆

= ε+ 2
[
Θ(m cosh(yj)) + l+R − l−R

]
∆, (15)

given the estimates of q±j that follow from (5) and (6).
Also, the imaginary parts of the propagator denomina-
tors (kA + l)2 − m2 + iε and (kB − l)2 − m2 + iε are,
respectively,

2∆
(
k+A − l+R + l−R

)
+ ε = 2∆

(
Θ(Q)− l+R + l−R

)
, (16)

2∆
(
k−B − l+R + l−R

)
+ ε = 2∆

(
Θ(Q)− l+R + l−R

)
. (17)

When l±R are both smaller in size than m, as in the
Glauber region, the imaginary part of every denominator
is positive, so we have a successful deformation.

In the integration over lR, once l+R or l−R gets to be
bigger than order m in size (and negative or positive, re-
spectively), the imaginary part no longer retains its sign.
For these larger values of l±R , a different deformation is
needed; this traps the integral over l± in a region where
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1. Fix parameters like e, 2⇡/T , a.

2. Make a step in time: tnew = told + �t.

3. Evaluate mean anomaly: M = (2⇡/T )tnew (see Eqs. (4)-(7) above).

4. Use a root finding algorithm (bisection, etc) to find solve Eq. (10) for E.

5. Use the resulting value for E to solve for x and y coordinates:

x = a cos(E) � ae (12)

y = a
p

1 � e2 sin(E) . (13)

6. Print the values of time, x and y, and repeat starting from step 2.

� ⇠ m (14)

l+R, l�R ⇠ m2

Q
l�R ⇠ m2

Q
l+ l� (15)
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FIG. 4. Singularity structure and contour deformations on l+

and l− when l is in the Glauber region (|l+l−| � m2). On
the deformed contour, some propagators are off-shell by order
Θ(mQ)—see Eqs. (15)–(17).

the two components are of order m. But this is a region
far beyond where the MPM was intended to be appro-
priate, for at least one quark line goes far off-shell, with
a virtuality of order Qm or more.

When l±R is smaller than m, and especially much
smaller, the allowed deformation enables us to get an
imaginary part for l± that is of order m, by taking ∆
of order m. It therefore follows that everywhere on the
(deformed) integration contour, at least one of the longi-
tudinal components of l is at least of order m, and that
we have propagators that are far off-shell, with virtuality
of order Qm. (See Fig. 4.)

It might be naturally supposed that a model for non-
perturbative physics would have some appropriate cut
offs to remove any contribution from far off-shell propa-
gators. But the cut offs should still obey standard rela-
tivistic causal and analytic properties. Therefore we can
still deform out of the Glauber region into a region where
the model is inappropriate.

Notice that most of the other quark lines also go far
off-shell, since on the deformed contour (qj + l)2 −m2

q =

Θ(m2 cosh yj). Only the propagators for the low rapidity
lines stay at low virtuality. Thus we get a strong suppres-

sion of the graph, compared with the power-counting es-
timate obtained from the power-counting that would be
appropriate for the Glauber region.

It follows from the above arguments that the un-
adorned MPM does not adequately model the phenom-
ena that it was intended to describe.

Note that this objection does not apply to the MPM
applied to soft hadron-hadron collisions. To allow the
contour deformation we needed a loop momentum that
circulated through the hard scattering vertex; but a rel-
evant loop does not exist in the case of hadron-hadron
scattering.

III. STRING-LIKE MPM

In reality, a gluon field is created between the outgo-
ing quark-antiquark pair. To allow for this, and for the
creation of quark antiquark pairs in the gluon field, a
simple model has the structure of Fig. 3. Here gluons
are emitted from the quark and antiquark, and then we
have attached one gluon to each of what in the MPM
were quark lines joining neighboring hadrons. We will
show that the integration is trapped in a region where
the explicitly shown lines in Fig. 3 all have virtuality of
order m2. We will also show that in this region there
is a radical change in the directions of the flow of longi-
tudinal momentum on these quark lines, compared with
the simple MPM. The quark lines are given different ar-
rows than in the MPM; this is a mnemonic to indicate
an important flow of positive components of momentum
that is very different than in the simple MPM. There
will remain lines that are far off shell, but these are in
the shaded blob in Fig. 3.

To get these results, it is not necessary that exactly
one gluon attach to each quark-line segment between
hadrons; our results will apply also if multiple gluons at-
tach to a segment, or if not too high a proportion of the
segments have no gluon. The particular case in Fig. 3,
with one gluon per segment, simply provides one specific
case to illustrate the principles.

It should be observed that not only can the diagram-
matic structure of Fig. 3 be considered as implement-
ing the string model, but that it is also related to a
diagrammatic formulation of the cluster-hadronization
model [22, 23]. Cluster hadronization is the other major
hadronization model used in Monte-Carlo event genera-
tors.

A possible set of N independent loop variables are the
momentum of the upper quark, l0, and the momentum
lj of each of the N − 1 gluon lines that connect to the
(now modified) multiperipheral ladder. In accordance
with the general features of the hadron kinematics, we
assume that transverse momenta of these lines are of or-
der m, and that the rapidity of lj is similar to the rapidity
yj of a hadron near where it connects. That is, each gluon
connects to a part of the ladder with similar rapidity to
that of the gluon. These assumptions are appropriate
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FIG. 5. Component of string-like MPM.

to the non-perturbative physics we wish to model. We
will term this region of kinematics, the canonical region
for the model. Integration outside the canonical region
puts some propagators in the ladder much further off
shell than m2 and corresponds to different physics. The
important issue is now to determine whether or not the
integration is trapped in the canonical region, and we will
find that it is indeed trapped.

We label the quark-line momenta as follows: kj is the
momentum entering the vertex for hadron j from above,
and k′j is the momentum entering from below — Fig. 5.
By momentum conservation,

pj = kj + k′j ; 1 < j < N (18)

lj = k′j + kj+1; 0 < j < N (19)

p1 = l0 + k′1 (20)

pN = lN + kN , (21)

where

lN := q −
N−1∑

j=0

lj . (22)

To further analyze the kinematics of the canonical re-
gion and to locate the conditions for the integration to
be trapped there, we find it useful to change variables.
We define fractional momentum variables at each quark-
hadron vertex by:

xj = k+j /p
+
j ; 1 < j ≤ N , (23)

yj = k′
−
j /p

−
j ; 1 ≤ j < N . (24)

(The use of k′j instead of kj in the second equation, is to
give a kind of symmetry under exchange of the roles of
the initial quark and antiquark.) We define x1 and yN
by writing

l+0 = x1p
+
1 , l−N = q− −

N−1∑

j=0

l−j = yNp
−
N . (25)

For the middle hadrons, 1 < j < N ,

k+j = xjp
+
j , k−j = (1− yj)p−j , (26)

k′
+
j = (1− xj)p+j , k′

−
j = yjp

−
j , (27)

and hence

l+j = (1− xj)p+j + xj+1p
+
j+1, (28)

l−j = yjp
−
j + (1− yj+1)p−j+1, (29)

while for j = 1 and j = N , we have

k′
+
1 = p+1 − l+0 = (1− x1)p+1 ; k′

−
1 = y1p

−
1 (30)

k+N = xNp
+
N ; k−N = (1− yN )p−N . (31)

(Note that there is no k1 and no k′N .)
The momentum on the bottom quark line has longitu-

dinal components

l+N = q+ −
N−1∑

j=0

l+j = p+N (1− xN ), (32)

l−N = q− −
N−1∑

j=0

l−j = p−NyN . (33)

The integration over the longitudinal components of
the lj can be changed to integration over xj and yj with
a simple Jacobian:

N−1∏

j=0

(dl+j dl
−
j ) =

N∏

j=1

(p+j p
−
j )

N∏

j=1

(dxjdyj)

=

N∏

j=1

(
E2
j,T

2

)
N∏

j=1

(dxjdyj). (34)

As in the previous section, we use the term “canonical
region” to refer to the momentum region that is consis-
tent with the spacetime picture of hadronization. Thus,
in the canonical region, Eqs. (25)–(33) mean that all the
transverse momenta are of order m and the xj and yj
variables of order unity, and hence all the propagator de-
nominators are of order m2.

What we would mean if the integration were not
trapped would be the following: There would be an al-
lowed contour deformation such that everywhere on the
contour at least one of the quark lines shown in Fig. 3 is
much further off-shell than order m2. We will find that
in fact no such deformation is possible.

To specify an allowed deformation, we parameterize
the surface of integration by the real parts of the values
of the integration variables. We restrict our attention
to the longitudinal momentum components, and work in
terms of the fractional momenta xj and yj . We use a real
value λ taking values in the range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 to param-
eterize the deformation starting from real momenta. We
therefore write

xj = xR,j + iλxI,j(xR, yR), (35)

yj = yR,j + iλyI,j(xR, yR). (36)

By Cauchy’s theorem (generalized to multiple vari-
ables), the value of the integral is independent of λ pro-
vided that the deformation is allowed, i.e., that no poles
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are crossed by the contour when λ is increased from 0 to
1. There must be inserted in the integral a factor of the
Jacobian for the transformation of variables from xR,j
and yR,j to the complex variables xj and yj .

Let us consider the region of integration where xR and
yR are between 0 and 1. Then, from Eqs. (25)–(33),
the contour of integration passes through the canonical
region if λ = 0. We will show that the integral is trapped
in this region, and to do this we must show that there
exists no choice of xI,j(xR, yR) and yI,j(xR, yR) such that
we can increase λ from 0 to 1, without crossing any poles,
and such that the deformations obey xI,j � 1 and yI,j �
1 for at least some values of j. If such a deformation
were to exist it would take the integration outside the
canonical region. We will also require that the sizes of
the derivatives, |∂xI, j/∂xR,k| etc all stay bounded, say
below 1, so that strong structures in the imaginary parts
don’t exist, and the Jacobian remains of order unity.

There do indeed exist non-trivial allowed deformations,
but these all have xI,j and yI,j of order unity at most,
and therefore stay in the canonical region.

Consider the relevant denominators:

k2j −m2
q + iε = 2xjp

+
j (1− yj)p−j − k2j,T −m2

q + iε

= E2
j,Txj(1− yj)− k2j,T −m2

q + iε, (37)

k′
2
j −m2

q + iε = 2(1− xj)p+j yjp−j − k′
2
j,T −m2

q + iε

= E2
j,T (1− xj)yj − k′2j,T −m2

q + iε, (38)

l2j −m2
g + iε = 2[(1− xj)p+j + xj+1p

+
j+1]×

× [yjp
−
j + (1− yj+1)p−j+1]− l2j,T −m2

g + iε. (39)

(Here, mg is a mass scale of order Λ2
QCD representing the

effects of confinement in cutting off soft gluons.) The
transverse momenta and masses are of order m, as are
the products of p+j and p+j+1 with p−j and p−j+1.

If we could find an allowed deformation out of the
canonical region, at least one of the denominators would
need to be much larger than m2 on the deformed con-
tour. As mentioned above, we are considering the part
of the integration region where the real parts xR,j and
yR,j are between zero and one. Then all of xR,j , 1−xR,j ,
yR,j , and 1 − yR,j are positive. Both of the momenta
kj and k′j are therefore future-pointing as regards both
their (real) plus- and minus-components, which is unlike
corresponding momenta in the pure MPM of Fig. 2.

Furthermore, to give an easy demonstration the non-
existence of this hypothesized deformation, we restrict to
the case that all of xR,j , 1− xR,j , yR,j , and 1− yR,j are
order unity rather than some being much less than unity.

The large size of xj or yj is achieved by the imaginary
part, i.e., |xI,j | � 1 and/or |yI,j | � 1. The imaginary

parts of the denominators for kj and k′j are

=(k2j −m2
q + iε)

= λE2
j,T [xI,j(1− yR,j)− yI,jxR,j ] + ε, (40)

=(k′
2
j −m2

q + iε)

= λE2
j,T [−xI,jyR,j + yI,j(1− xR,j)] + ε. (41)

Since ε > 0, then, starting at λ = 0, to be able to deform
off the real axis without crossing a pole the coefficients of
λ must be positive when the real parts of the momenta
are at the corresponding pole. At the pole on the kj
propagator, with λ = 0, we have 1 − yR,j = (k2j,T +

m2
q)/(E

2
j,TxR,j). So positivity of the imaginary part of

the propagator for kj , as we deform the contour off the
real axis requires that

(k2j,T +m2
q)
xI,j
xR,j

− E2
j,TxR,jyI,j (42)

be positive for all xR,j between zero and one. Hence
xI,j > 0 and yI,j < 0. But exactly the opposite condition
applies to get a positive imaginary part for the denomi-
nator for the other line, k′j . That is, at the pole for k′j
with λ = 0, we have 1− xR,j = (k′2j,T +m2

q)/(E
2
j,T yR,j).

The condition for doing a deformation without crossing
a pole is

(k′
2
j,T +m2

q)
yI,j
yR,j

− E2
j,T yR,jxI,j > 0 . (43)

This requires xI,j < 0 and yI,j > 0. Thus, allowed de-
formations for kj lines clash with allowed deformations
for k′j lines. So no deformation far out of the canonical
region is possible for any set of xI,j or yI,j .

The poles on the two lines kj and k′j are at different
locations in xj and yj . We could therefore imagine avoid-
ing them by changing the sign of the imaginary part of
one or more integration variables between the poles. But
since to get a large denominator the imaginary part of the
variable has to be much larger than unity, the derivative
with respect to the real part would also be much larger
than unity, which violates the smoothness requirement
adopted earlier.

We have found that examination of the kj and k′j de-
nominators is sufficient to show that the integration is
trapped in the canonical region, with the denominators
being of order m2. In this region, the denominators for
the gluon lines lj are also of order m2. In fact these
denominators also participate in the trapping. For ex-
ample, if we have the xI,j positive and the yI,j negative
to avoid the poles of the kj lines, as above, then the
imaginary part of the lj denominator (39) does not have
a fixed sign, and so the hypothesized deformation is not
allowed.

Notice that getting a situation where the contour is
trapped in the canonical region depends on the gluons
being able to inject appropriate amounts of momentum
into the would-be multiperipheral ladder. Then about
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half the plus- and minus- momentum components on the
quark lines are reversed in sign compared with the ele-
mentary MPM.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that in the elementary MPM for non-
perturbative hadronization in e+e− annihilation, the
loop integration can be deformed far out of the momen-
tum region appropriate to its hypothesized validity. A
minimal requirement for an appropriate non-perturbative
model of a Feynman-graph kind, is that it incorporate the
effects of gluon emission in a string-like way, as in Fig. 3.

There are dramatic differences in the directions of mo-
mentum flow and in the space-time structure between
that graph and the elementary MPM Fig. 2. In the
MPM, quark lines, like kA + l, are far off-shell after the
contour deformation. So the fastest hadrons are formed
first. This is in complete contrast to string-like models,
where the fastest hadrons are formed last, on an appro-
priate time-dilated scale. (Similar observations have been
made elsewhere, but I have not yet located where.)

The importance of these results is for the formula-
tion and interpretation of models of non-perturbative
hadronization of hard jets. For example, the successful
string-inspired model of Refs. [2, 17–19] is formulated in
terms of multiperipheral graphs. The use of a Feynman
graph formulation allows the systematic and consistent
incorporation of spin effects, in Dirac spinor space. This
is in contrast to purely semi-classical formulations of a
string hadronization, where the use of the ideas of clas-
sical, non-quantum physics makes it much harder to see
how to incorporate the intrinsically quantum mechanical
phenomenon of quark spin. The results in the present
paper indicate that the graphs must be interpreted as
containing momentum-non-conserving vertices or propa-
gators in an external gluon field.

Some other modeling [3, 4] is based very directly on an
effective chiral model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL)
[24, 25] type. Such a model gives similar momentum
flows and space-time structure like that of the MPM. Our
argument indicates this formulation as it stands cannot
be an adequate model of high-energy hadronization in
QCD.

Chiral models can be argued to be useful as effective
low-energy approximations to QCD. These models are
important because they aim to capture the properties
of QCD associated with chiral symmetry breaking. The
results in this paper suggest an important direction for
enhancing the models to apply to high-energy dynamical
processes like the non-perturbative hadronization of hard
jets. This is to formulate the theories to apply to pro-
cesses that occur in the background of an non-vacuum
state that corresponds to a gluonic flux-tube. There are
probably some useful tools to relate strings and field the-
ory in the paper by Artru and Bowler [26] on the quan-

tization of the string by a sum-over-histories method.
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Appendix A: Estimate of number of particles per
unit rapidity

In Ref. [20], the TASSO experiment reported results
on the distribution of charged hadrons in jets in e−e−

annihilation at Q between 14 and 44 GeV. In Table
9 are shown values for the normalized cross section
(1/σtot)dσ/d ln(1/x). Here x = 2p/Q, where p is the
momentum of the detected particle; to a leading approx-
imation, x corresponds to the fragmentation variable z.
We now roughly extract from this data the number of
hadrons per unit rapidity in a jet.

For hadrons of high rapidity, Eq. (1) gives a corre-
sponding x value:

x =
Ej,T
Q

eyj . (A1)

Hence the rapidity distribution in fragmentation is given
by dN/dy = (1/2σtot)dσ/d ln(1/x). The extra factor of
1/2 is to compensate the fact that the x distribution
gets a contribution from each jet. The most common
particles in jets are pions. Isospin and charge conjuga-
tion symmetry show that the neutral pion fragmenta-
tion function in a u or d quark is half the charged pion
fragmentation function: fπ0/u = (fπ+/u + fπ−/u)/2, etc.
Thus the total hadronic number distribution is 3/2 times
the charged hadron distribution. Hence dNall/dy =
(1/2σtot)dσ

ch./d ln(1/x). In Table 9 of Ref. [20], the val-
ues of this quantity first increase as ln(1/x) is increased
from 0 (which corresponds to x = 1 or z = 1). They
reach a peak and then decrease. Now, once the rapidity is
lower than a unit or two, it is not appropriate to apply the
above approximations. So we take the peak value as the
relevant one. Furthermore, as Q increases, perturbative
gluon emission becomes more important; this increases
the hadron multiplicity beyond what it appears appro-
priate to attribute to purely non-perturbative QCD. So
I take the peak in (1/σtot)dσ/d ln(1/x) at Q = 14 GeV
as the relevant one to estimate dN/dy ' 3. This is the
number of hadrons per unit rapidity in the interior of the
string.
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